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‘We, wish you all Happy
and prosperous Diwali.
WELCOME ANNOUNCEMENT
State Judicial Services
Guidance facility

preparations

Finding necessity for guidance for all
those preparing for State Judicial
Services Competitions Examinations,
Paramount Law Consultants Ltd. has
decided to help with valuable guidance.
Interested persons are welcome.
Legal Audit and Moral Audit
Services
Paramount Law Consultants Ltd., Delhi
has completed its research and is taking
up legal audit and moral audit services
for the Corporates.
Subhash Nagpal
Chairman
Paramount Law Consultants Ltd., Delhi

All India Judicial Service
1. The Constitution of India gives specific
sanctions for ‘All India Judicial Service.
2. This constitutional provision is there for
decades.
3. The natural poser is as to why we are
shying to have All India Judicial Service.
4. It is at the level of the foundation Judiciary
that the prosecutions are being conducted
which may result into death sentence and
life imprisonment.
5. As far as the civil causes are concerned, in
respect of it as well foundation level civil
courts exercise unlimited jurisdiction.
6. This being so, the standard of adjudications
are expected to be of virtuous index.
Virtuous index demand
7. The virtuous index demand of criminal
justice is that investigations, prosecution
and adjudication, all have to be of same
index values.
8. This being so, the investigators,
prosecutors and judges for their selection
have to pass through the process of equal
scinthling and sublime filters.
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6. All India Judicial Service, all India prosecutors service and All India
investigating officers service shall have integrated tests, evaluations and
filters as combined examination systems to reach at the desired virtuous
index of Justice Delivery system.

Ultimate responsibility for virtuous index
7. The constitutional faith is vested with the Supreme Court of India and
High Courts of States for attaining virtuous index of justice.
8. This being so, it is the responsibility of Supreme Court of India to take all
the steps to ensure virtuous index of justice for the citizens of India.

We the people of India
9. We, the people of India, have divested ourselves of our sovereignty in
favour of the Supreme Court of India for working out for a reach at the
virtuous index of justice.
10.The Supreme Court of India is under its solemn constitutional obligation
to provide virtuous index of justice for everybody in India.
11.We, the people of India are confident that we had made right decision to
divest ourselves of our sovereignty in favour of Supreme Court of India
for ensured virtuous index of Justice for everybody in India.
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